
 

 6 February, 2019   Kariaotahi Beach and Hamiltons Gap 

 Tara Coe, Bradley Walters, Shannon Swann, Chris Parker, Jim Coe,  

Justin Hurst, Josh Martin, Logan Martin, Sam Larson, Briar Lowe, Ryan Saddington,  

Luke Neidhardt 
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Recognising Outstanding Rescues 

 

Waitangi Day 2019 was one to go in the record books for the Kariaotahi crew. Headcounts were estimated at over 2,000, 

with around 350 people in the water at any one time. With a high tide at 11:30am, surf lifeguards were working with an 
outgoing tide for the majority of the patrolling period which made for a difficult task, with the high volume of swimmers 
that day thanks to a public holiday coinciding with good weather.  

Everything was all under control until 5:00pm, when the tide was almost at its lowest for the day, lifeguards we alerted 
by SurfComm of swimmers in distress at Hamiltons Gap. Hamiltons Gap is a small beach which is not patrolled and is 

approximately 20-kilometers north of Kariaotahi Beach.  

Tara Coe carried on as Patrol Captain, instructing Bradley Walters and Shannon Swann to immediately head down to 
Hamiltons Gap in an IRB to assist. Bradley and Shannon suited up, grabbed extra fuel and necessary safety equipment. 
Tara then made the call to contact brothers Josh and Logan Martin who weren’t on patrol at Kariaotahi that particular 
day but live close to Hamiltons Gap. Luckily, Josh and Logan were nearby and also began to head to the location.  

It took Bradley and Shannon approximately 25 minutes in the IRB to travel north in the surf negotiating large holes, 
sandbanks and heavy surf with the low tide. Logan arrived before Josh, and when he arrived Westpac Rescue was 

circling and not long after landed on the beach. 

Fortunately the members of the public who were in distress had made it back to shore before lifeguards could assist, 

however if it was much longer the outcome could have been much different. One of the members who made it back to 
shore was in a moderate condition, and was attended to by the helicopter paramedics and transported to hospital. The 
four Kariaotahi lifeguards who arrived at Hamiltons Gap were praised by beach goers for such an efficient response to a 
remote location in challenging conditions.   

Simultaneously and back at Kariaotahi, the low tide was becoming increasingly challenging for lifeguards. The situation 
escalated when flash rips began to open up and multiple swimmers were pulled from the flagged area. An IRB was 
dispatched alongside five lifeguards with tubes and fins. The tube swimmers secured 10 swimmers in distress until the 
IRB arrived.  

The IRB then ferried the swimmers back to shore. Four of the people rescued were not in a good way after taking on 
water so they were transported to the clubs First Aid Room for monitoring and treatment. At this point, with conditions 
not improving, Tara made the call to drop the flags, and consequently, lifeguards advised all swimmers that conditions 

were extremely dangerous and to get out of the water. 

Of the four patients transported to the First Aid Room, three had improved and were discharged, however one was not 
improving and was transported to hospital via ambulance.  

Just as this was all wrapping up Bradley and Shannon arrived back from Hamiltons Gap.  
Lifeguards were all debriefed on the incidents and congratulated on their courageous  
efforts. If it wasn't for their swift response and commitment to keeping a safe area for 
swimmers, many people would not have made it home to their families at the end of the day. 


